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RUNWAY

The Humane Society’s Fashion Policy Leader Tells
Us Why Gucci’s Fur-Free Decision Changes
Everything

A mink coat from Gucci’s Spring 2017
show.
Photo: Indigital.tv

Think back to Alessandro Michele’s first women’s collection for Gucci in February

2015. It not only changed the course of 2010s fashion, but also defined how an

entire generation wants to look. The unequivocal “trophy” we all wanted was a pair
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of the backless loafers lined with kangaroo fur, which were wonderfully weird, ultra-

comfortable, and, thanks to the fluff, super warm, too. In fact, three and a half years

later, those furry shoes are still flying off the shelves—which makes Gucci’s recent

decision to go fur-free that much more surprising.

Gucci’s had success with many of its fur pieces, actually; its cotton candy fox-fur

chubby has become a street style mainstay, ditto the long mink intarsia’d with

serpents. Despite the five-figure price tags on those coats, they seemed like an

essential component of Michele’s heavily layered, rainbow-tinted collections. So why

the decision to drop mink, fox, rabbit, astrakan, and kangaroo completely? The best

person to ask is PJ Smith, the senior manager of fashion policy at the Humane

Society of the United States, who encouraged Gucci CEO Marco Bizzarri to

consider doing it. “Being socially responsible is one of Gucci’s core values, and we

will continue to strive to do better for the environment and animals,” Bizzarri said in

a release. “With the help of HSUS and LAV, Gucci is excited to take this next step

and hopes it will help inspire innovation and raise awareness, changing the luxury

fashion industry for the better.” (Gucci also plans to host an auction of their

remaining fur items, with proceeds benefitting the Humane Society and LAV.)

We gave Smith a call in Los Angeles to ask how it all went down—and how the

announcement has already created a ripple effect throughout the industry. Here, we

pulled the highlights from our long conversation, including a few designers you

might see following in Gucci’s footsteps in 2018.

Gucci’s decision to go fur-free was five years in the making and represents a

major turning point for cruelty-free, sustainable fashion.

“When I started at the Humane Society in 2009, a big part of my job was just trying
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to get meetings with companies to talk about the risks of fur. We’d go in there and

tell companies what we’re seeing in relation to animal welfare, look at what they’re

selling, and identify some of the risks, then figure out how to move away from them.

But something happened three years ago when I sat down with a company I work

closely with, Inditex [the parent company of Zara], and they said, ‘We think what’s

happening in other industries, like the food industry, will be really big in fashion.’ [At

the time] we were seeing companies like Wal-Mart and McDonald’s getting out of

the most egregious [animal-cruelty] processes, like gestation crates and battery cages

for hens. We saw the Ringling Circus close after 150 years because people just didn’t

want to see elephants doing tricks like that anymore. All of these different industries

work together—it’s people changing their ideas of how we relate to animals. In the

past few years, countries have started to ban fur imports, and cities like Berkeley,

California, have made it illegal to sell fur. With Gucci, it took about five years of

sitting down and going species-by-species to identify the risks.

“It really came down to the fact that Alessandro and Marco just don’t think fur is

modern anymore, especially for Gucci’s millennial customers. Millennials aren’t

buying fur anymore, at least not the way our grandparents did. So Gucci identified

that shift and knew it would resonate with those shoppers.”

The belief that real fur is more luxurious than faux fur is outdated and often just

incorrect.

“I think there’s this idea [in the luxury market] that you have to sell fur to be

considered ‘luxury.’ From my point of view, that’s ridiculous, because I know how

much faux fur is. It can be quite expensive, whereas real fur trim on a jacket can be

really cheap, even just dollars. Gucci will change that misconception about luxury,

though. I don’t think Gucci has even announced that it’s definitely going to use faux

fur—Alessandro just said he’s excited for the opportunity to be creative on a whole









A fox fur coat from Gucci’s Fall 2016 show.
Photo: Indigital.tv

new level, which doesn’t necessarily mean faux fur. [Editor’s note: Gucci has already

made its signature Princetown loafers in lamb, sheep, goat, and alpaca, which do not

require the animals’ pelts.] But I don’t think it’s ever been like this before, where

companies are seeing there is a huge demand for it. There are [new faux fur brands

like] House of Fluff, and what Chloé Mendel is doing using real fur machines to

make faux fur coats, that’s awesome. We recently met with Diane von Furstenberg

and saw her brand-new faux fur jackets, and I had to check the label to make sure

they were faux—that’s how good they felt. And I just saw someone at our HSUS gala

wearing Burberry’s new faux fur coat, and it was just amazing.”

On the other hand, lab-grown fur (and leather) is also a real possibility in the
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future.

“Faux fur is getting better and better, but I’ve also been learning about alternative

fabrics in fashion. There’s a company that’s growing fur from stem cells—I had no

idea it was possible. You see this in food, too. There’s clean meat, which is grown in

a lab, and that’s hitting the market soon. I think it freaks people out a little bit, but

there are meat alternatives [like seitan] that are getting better, too. So that will

happen in fashion as well—it’s twofold. We’re telling companies about faux fur and

faux leather, but there are also these new supply chains that make silk without the

worms, or fur without the mink, or leather without the cow. That lab-grown fur and

leather might be expensive, but if you’re Hermès, you’re going to be first in line to

get it, because you have the price point.”

Gucci’s fur-free announcement has ignited a debate over the environmental

impact of faux fur, but it’s a complex issue.

“Since Gucci happened, the fur industry’s main response has been attacking faux fur

as not being environmentally sound. The idea that one is less environmentally

conscious than the other . . . It’s a talking point that distracts from the real problems

the fur industry is facing. When you have any product you’re going to mass produce

[like faux fur coats], it will have an environmental impact. One supply chain has

extreme cruelty attached to it, and fur does have an impact on the environment.

Thousands of animals are living on a single fur farm, where urine and feces go into

the waterways and into the ground. And you have trapping in North America, where

leg-hole traps will hold an animal for days or weeks, and they can trap an endangered

species or people’s pets [by mistake]. It’s also an industry involved with tanneries,

which have this toxic soup of formaldehyde and chromium that gets released into the



environment. Comparing that to faux fur, I think it becomes obvious which one is

most hazardous to the earth.”

Going fur-free is just step number one for companies that want to be more

sustainable.

“Starting with a fur-free policy gives companies a platform to get out of the most

controversial, egregious practice in fashion. Then they can build on it from there. We

work with companies on all supply chains, like transparency and making sure the

standards are as high as possible. I can tell you it’s really difficult, even for things like

wool and down. There are a lot of organizations and companies that are trying to

trace them, and it could be [as distant as] a hut in Malaysia. Trying to implement

standards at that level, it becomes really difficult. That’s why LVMH is buying up

their supply chains, instead of trying to make the current system better.

“For all policies we work on, innovation has to be a big part of it. I think we’ve done

a really good job of reinventing this question of, ‘What is luxury?’ Previously, it was

tradition. Now, [the definition] is moving towards innovation and sustainability. I get

emails weekly from companies who say, ‘We just got 25,000 water buffalo horn

buttons,’ or ‘What are your thoughts on yak fur?’ The Humane Society has experts

around the world who I can reach out to for information on those supply chains, so

I can go back to those companies and lay out the risks.”

You can expect to see many more designers and companies going fur-free in

2018.

“Since Gucci’s [announcement], my phone has been ringing off the hook. So many

companies now want to be the next Gucci. I think it took a huge, unexpected name

like that to make a difference. It will be interesting how this trickles down

throughout out the rest of Kering [Gucci’s parent company], or if LVMH will have



an answer to this, since they don’t have an equivalent to Stella McCartney or now

Gucci. And we’ve worked with Burberry for several years, but now that it’s getting a

new creative director, I’m curious what will happen there.

“On a more mass level, Burlington Coat Factory is going fur-free, and that really

shows what’s happened in the last 15 years. Burlington was one of the first

companies the Humane Society found selling dog fur in the ’90s, and because of

that, we were able to pass the Dog and Cat Protection Act, which banned imports of

dog and cat fur. Fast-forward six years, and we started to see real fur being sold as

faux [at stores including Burlington Coat Factory], because labeling laws didn’t

require them to be labeled as fur. That led to the Truth in Fur Labeling Act. Then

fast-forward another five years from there, and they’re going fur-free. Any fur that

shows up in their supply chain will be immediately donated to homeless shelters.

That’s something we’ve never been able to do, just because of their buying model.

That’s my favorite part of their policy.”
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